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CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING

A MICROCOMPUTER DATABASE FOR VIRGINIA CONTROL SURVEY DATA

by
Ted G. Goldsmith

Steven D. Johnson, Chairman

Civil Engineering

(ABSTRACT)

Currently, geodetic control data are generally available

only au: the federal level. The National Geodetic Survey

(NGS) publishes only the results of those surveys that their

agency performs, as well as other surveys that meet certain

criteria.

The advantages of a state office which would disseminate

NGS control data as well as all other survey data within the

state are discussed. Since NGS now distributes its data on

floppy diskettes, the design of a microcomputer database to

access this information is investigated. !

This thesis focuses on such a database system operated
i

mainly by the end—user of control data. An integrated soft-
I

ware system, in which. related «:omputational. programs are
i

linked to the database, is also considered. The dBase III I
package, as one software alternative, is examined. Applica- I
bility to geographic information systems is also explored. I
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Data formats, file sizes, and administrative concerns are

dealt with, and future research and development in these and

related areas are proposed.
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CHAPTER I

~ INTRODUCTION

_ 1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

There is an increasing need to reference engineering,

boundary, and other surveys to a global framework. Scien-

tific studies, such as crustal motion monitoring, and engi-

neering projects covering a large area typically require such

geodetic control. The implementation of many land and ge-

ographic information systems (LISs and GISs) requires a

geodetic framework and, with surveying technology as ad-

vanced as it is today, tying most surveys into this framework

is not as difficult as it once was. The Global Positioning

System (GPS, or "satellite surveying"), which has become more

affordable and accurate in the past few years, has made

geodetic referencing of small—scale and remote surveys much

more practical.

Land use planners depend on LISs for reliable information

in order to responsibly monitor and develop our natural re- y
sources. LISs, then, must be spatially accurate, and refer-

"ence to a national or global coordinate system is needed. I

The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) is the agency responsible I

for control stations within the United States. The problem I

I

k I
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is then three-fold, the last of which is the focus of this

report:

1. Establishing the stations This is densification of the

existing national net, and incorporates city, county, and

state networks. Technology is now available to do this

task with electronic survey instruments, photogrammetry,

and GPS. ~

2. Maintaining the network This ranges from the physical

preservation of the monuments, to the organized recording

of accompanying data (coordinates, monument description,

etc,).

3. Disseminating the information Users of control data
’

(mainly surveyors and engineers) must have ready access

to this information, which may be made available at local

(city, county), state, or federal levels. Data are typ-

ically distributed in a hardcopy format, with computer-

readable files being a recent alternative.

State—wide distribution of data is our main concern here:

unless a state has a survey office, control information

nowcomesfrom the federal level (NGS). Some state agencies may N

have their own control (e.g. state highway departments), but

·

it may not be readily available.

Introduction 2
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A local or state distribution system can promote the use

of a uniform coordinate system, a must for LIS work and/or

mapping large—area projects. Considering also that the ex-

isting plane coordinate systems are state-wide by design, and

that NGS is now encouraging states to assume distribution

responsibility, it is likely that such a state system is apt

to be more efficient than what is currently in use.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this thesis is to examine the necessary

parameters of a database for survey control data to be used

for distribution of data to Virginia users through, but not

necessarily limited to, computer software. The advantages

of a local, computerized system over the current hardcopy

distribution scheme will be analyzed.

The discussion will focus mainly on the design aspects of

the proposed database system, software alternatives, and re- V

lated computational programs such as state plane coordinate

transformations.
Recommendations for future research in the actual devel-

opment of the database system will be proposed. Not only do

the technical aspects need further study, but also the ad-

ministrative, by which an agency would be responsible for

state-wide data distribution.
I
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1 .3 SCOPE

NGS collects, verifies, and adjusts survey data from se-

veral different sources. If the submitting agencies follow

certain guidelines, these data are then published and made

available to the public in one standard format. For this

reason, the discussions in this report will be limited to

horizontal data obtained through NGS. Neither will NGS ver-

tical data be discussed, since heights for many benchmarks

will not be available until 1991 when the PUNK) 88 (North

American Vertical Datum of 1988) has been completed and ad-

justed (Balazs and Zilkoski, 1987). However, elevation data

and data from other sources will be mentioned when appropri-

ate. ~

Other states considering or currently developing similar

systems may find information in this report useful, since

many concepts are general in nature and not just specific to

Virginia.

i
Introduction 4



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

2.1 CONTROL DATA USES

In the past, users of geodetic control data have typically

been in the surveying, mapping, and engineering professions.

Currently, in addition to these traditional fields, there are

many other users. This is because of the demands on our na-

tural resources, development of sophisticated navigation

systems, technological advances in geodynamics, and the es-

tablishment of data banks for improved management of land and

coastal zone uses (Spencer, 1979). The following list high- ·

lights the wide range of uses for control data:

• Planning, engineering, and construction activities for

rural, urban, and regional development.

• Land-use and recordation management systems (LIS). W

• All surveys defining boundaries, both public and private. I

I• Transportation systems involving airports, railways, and

highways. I

I
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• Utility and energy assessment studies, including mining

and offshore exploration.

• Navigation and positioning systems (waterways).

• Environmental, ecological, and agricultural programs.

• Crustal movement and seismic activity studies.

• All other operations requiring mapping or charting.

2.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTROL

NGS is responsible for establishing and maintaining the

national network which is comprised of the most accurate I

control stations. State and other federal agencies will of-

ten add to, or densify, this control in a specific area for I

their own use. The U.S. Geological Survey, the Army Corps

of Engineers, and state highway departments are some of the.

agencies that establish their own control. This lower-order Ä
control is sometimes, but not always, sent to NGS for publi— °I
cation. Cities and counties may also densify control for I

land development purposes, but the results of these surveys

are not normally published by NGS (Input Formats, 1980). '
I

I

I
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2.3 NORTH AMERICAN DATUM OF 1983

In 1974, NGS undertook the enormous task of adjusting and

redefining the entire nationwide horizontal survey network.

This mass revision, resulting in a new datum called the North

American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83), meant that the geographic

coordinates for every control station in the U.S. underwent

a significant change (up to tens of meters). The NAD 83 is

the result of both a datum redefinition and a readjustment

of geodetic observations (Bossler, 1975).

2.3.1 Datum Redefinition

The NAD 83 uses an ellipsoid (GRS 80) that closely ap-

proximates the shape of the entire earth. NAD 27, the pre-

vious datum, used an ellipsoid (Clarke 1866) that was not a

suitable world model, since it only "fit" North America,

Canada. and. other· portions of tina earth (Doyle and Wade,

1987).

2.3.2 Readjustment I

Also during this time, a readjustment of the entire hori-

zontal network in the U.S. was underway. This readjustment,

in which a least squares adjustment is applied to all ori-

ginal survey observations, was done to remove distortions toBackground 7 I
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the network. These distortions came from several sources,

including ground movements since the previous adjustment in

1927, accuracy deficiencies, and geometrically weak areas of

the network. In addition, approximately 50,000 control

stations, added since 1927, had not been included in the NAD

27 general adjustment. This resulted in unacceptable clo-

sures of subsequent surveys in certain areas of the country

(North American Datum, 1971).

2.3.3 NAD 83 Benefits

The main result of the new datum is that surveys between

control stations will now obtain better mathematical closure

due to minimum distortion of tina NGS network. Consistency

with satellite—derived survey data is another desirable re-

sult, especially with GPS surveying being more commonplace

in recent years (Doyle and Wade, 1987).

2.3.4 Datum Conversion

With the recent publication of NAD 83 coordinates, there I

is now no reason to reference new surveys to NAD 27. However, I

those who have computed previous surveys based on the NAD 27 I

may want to convert their coordinates to NAD 83 for consist-

·ency; in fact, this will be a necessity if local laws require

subdivision or utility surveys to be tied to the state plane I

Background ‘ 8
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I
coordinate system. At the very least, NAD 27 and NAD 83 data I

mixed together in the same database will need to be tagged

to distinguish one from another; this is merely an added

code to the records.

To convert coordinates based on NAD 27, NGS suggests one

of three methods. The first and best way is to recompute the

survey fitmx the original observations. NGS will compute,

adjust, and publish such data if certain accuracy require-

ments are met. The second method utilizes a program that

computes a least squares approximation provided there are at I
least four points having both NAD 27 and NAD 83 values. The

third method is a rougher approximation which uses the aver-

age shift in latitude and longitude values for a given area.

The last two methods are the easiest to compute, but since I
they are only approximations, NGS will not publish the re-

Isults. As a public service, NGS has published articles on I
the problem and also presents workshops to explain in detail

I

the conversion methods (Doyle and Wade, 1987). I

I
2.4 NGS HORIZONTAL DATA WITHIN VIRGINIA

I
There are approximately 7000 control stations in Virginia

that NGS currently maintains. Until recently, a user re-

questing control information was limited to hardcopy station |

descriptions. Figure 1 is an example of a typical, I

I

I
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computer-generated station description produced by NGS'

mainframe system.

NGS now provides geodetic data in various computer-

readable forms, either magnetic tape or floppy diskette. The

information for each control station is available in two

parts: positional and descriptive. The positional data,
E

which contain the station coordinates and other quantitative

information, are shown in Figure 2. The descriptive data are

mostly qualitative, and, among other items, describes the

physical location of the monument. Figure 3 illustrates a

typical, computer-stored description.

Each record of positional data is 145 characters long, and

a 360 Kb diskette can hold almost 2500 records. The average

station description is 40 records (80 characters maximum),

and E1 diskette can hold about 112 stations. For all the

horizontal stations in Virginia, it takes three diskettes to

contain the positional data, and about 65 diskettes for the

descriptive information.

2.5 ACCESSING THE DATA

2.5.1 Automatic Mailing Service

NGS currently maintains an automatic mailing service

inwhichsubscribers purchase geodetic data for a specified area I
in the form of booklets. Data are generally distributed by

Background 10
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000010xZJ%HZTLDESCNGS NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY 1982042900O020*10*085D %11*N570802120001 *12*009 *15*004000050*14*BEVERLY *15*VA/ROANOKE000040*20*l/CGS *21*1958JCC *22* *25*1000050*50% FARM 00000000000060¤50*D09 BEVERLY AZ MK SSE A0.2 MI 09452594000070*50*D09 BEVERLY RM 2 W 150.1859.678 2224550000080x50¤ LLWIS MOUNTAIN LOOKOUT TOWER 26856220000090*50%D09 BEVERLY RM 1 NNW 62.55 19.004 5245548000100*50*$$
000110x40*STATION IS LOCATED IN A NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ABOUT 5000120%40*MILES WEST OF SALEM (BEVERLY HEIGHT HOUSING DEVELOPMENT)000150x40%AND IS ABOUT 0.4 MILE NORTH OF U.S. HIGHWAYS 11 AND 460.000140*40*MR. C.C. KEESLING IS THE PRESIDENT OF THE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT.O00150%40*$
000160x40¤STATION, STAMPED BEVERLY 1958, SET FLUSH WITH THE SURFACE000170x40*OF THE GROUND, IT IS 196 FEET NORTHWEST OF THE CENTERLINE000180*40*OF SURFACE ROAD, 106 FEET NORTHEAST DF THE CENTERLINE OF000190x40%SURFACE STREET AND 8.8 FEET NORTH—NORTHEAST OF POWER POLE000200%40%10456.
000210*40*G
000220%40%R.M. 1, STAMPED BEVERLY NO 1 1958. SET FLUSH WITH THE SURFACE000250*40lOF THE GROUND, IT IS 119 FEET SOUTHWEST OF POWER POLE 1045A,000240x40*70 FEET NORTH—NORTHWEST OF POWER POLE 10456 AND IS ABOUT 10O0250*40*FOOT ABOVE THE ELEVATION OF THE STATION.
000260*40*G
00O270%40¤R.M. 2. STAMPED BEVERLY NO 2 1958, SET FLUSH WITH THE SURFACE000280x401OF THE GROUND, IT IS 52 FEET NORIHEAST OF THE CENTERLINE000290*40*OF SURFACED STREET, 5 FEET ABOVE THE ELEVATION OF THE STREET00O500¤40xAND 1 FOOT ABOVE THE ELEVATION OF THE STATION.O005l0x40¤$
000520*40%AZIMUTH MARK, STAMPED BEVERLY 1958, SET FLUSH WITH THE SURFACE000550x40%OF THE GROUND, IT IS SET IN A TRIANGLE FORMED BY THE ROADS,' 000540%40*59 FEET NORTH OF THE CENTERLINE OF THE ROAD, 55 FEET EAST000550*40*OF THE CENTERLINE OF THE ROAD AND 28 FEET WEST OF THE CENTERLINE000560*40*OF THE ROAD.
000570*40*G
0O0580%40%TO REACH THE STATION FROM THE U.S. POST OFFICE IN SALEM, GO000590%40%WEST ON U.S. HIGHWAYS 11 AND 460 FOR 5.0 MILES. TURN RIGHT,000400x40¤GO NORTH PAST SIGN READING BEVERLY HEIGHTS FOR 0.15 MILE I000410*40*TO THE AZIMUTH MARK AT A Y—FORK. KEEP LEFT FORK AND GO000420%40%NORTH FOR 0.25 MILE TO A CROSS STREET. CONTINUE STRAIGHT000450*40*AHEAD FOR 0.05 MILE TO THE STATION ON THE RIGHT.000440*40*GOO0450¤40¤HEIGHT OF LIGHT ABOVE STATION MARK 1 METERS.0O0460*40%$$ .

I

I

I

I
F1gure 3. Descr1pt1on 1nformat1on (unformatted, as

stored lh computer)

I
I
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I

30 minute quadrangles or smaller, depending on the density I
of control in the area. After the initial purchase, users I
automatically receive data updates if there has been recent

NGS activity in their area. Figure 4 is a form used to exe-

cute this service (Spencer and Horn, 1981).

2.5.2 Questionnaire

In order to discover improved methods of data distrib-

ution, the type of user data requests must first be deter-

mined. A preliminary questionnaire sent out late in 1986 to

current or potential users of geodetic data (mostly land

surveying firms) resulted in very limited. feedback. Of

questionnaires sent to 25 firms, only 12 were returned. It

did show, however, that the type of computer hardware owned

by these firms is varied and that it cannot be assumed that

most firms possess IBM or IBM compatible machines. A major-

ity of respondants did not maintain any sort of a survey da-

tabase, but there were a few who stated a desire for data in

digital form.
U

One firm indicated a need to obtain all

available data for a given area through only one source. The

quantity of data needed by users varied; about half needed

localized data for city, county, or by USGS quad sheet, and

the rest expressed a desire to have data for the entire

state.

Background 14
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NOAA ronu 29-3 U.$. DEPARTMENT OF COMNERCE cusroucn io uuuacntl•ett NATIONAL 0C£AN¤c AND ATMOSPHERIC AOMINISTRATION (por ^·•„cy U,.)

GEODETIC CONTROL DATA
AUTOMATIC MAILING SERVICE AGREEMENT

INSTRUCTIONS - Complete items l — 6 and return ta the National Geodetic Inlormation Center, OA/Cl8, National Geadetic Survey,
National Ocean Survey, NOAA, Rockville, Maryland 20852.

In APPI..ICAN'I"S NAME AND ADDRESS TELEPNONE NO. AND~ AREA CODE
7- l¤dl¢¤t• below the types ol dato desired. IF you require more than one copy ol any item checked, indicate the number ol capres needed.
/ GEOOETIC CONTROL 0ATA NO.OF COPtE5 ,/ ggoogrtc couvnog OATA No.0F COPIES

4 Vertical Data - ]0° quadrangle boakletsHorizontal Data - 30. (or lgygl line lormot in ¢It|0•7\ 67*0*)
Horizontal Data Praiecu (Manuscript Iorm) v„15¢„| Dai; Pr°,•r;•; (Manuscript lorm)

—

Horizontal Control Sldll Diogrorns Vertical Control Stote Diggrorng

GIOJCÜIC Control Nufhbllld Cliqdg gp Ing;}. GOQJIYIC Control ¤l¤°I°I|\l (l·
IJ.INDICATE AREA TO BE sERv¤cE¤ av Pwoviomc REQUIREMENYS Lis‘r_ A OETAILEO OESCRIPTION, on A SMALL ATTACHED MAP

(e.g., eteree, countree, JO' quedrengle ereee ar Ietrrude end Iarigrrude baunderiee).

I

M E Check here il the applicont deuten on initial ehipment ol above requested dota. The parpoue ol thil Ihipment il 7¤ estoblishan initial lile lor new subscrrbers.
5. AGREEMENT — The opplicant agree: ta accept all requested geadetic control data and to pay lar the eame upon receipt.

Prices will be based an the current price list.‘_ TITLE
AUTHORIZED

OFFICIAL SIGNATURE DATE
(Applicant)

T E7- ACCEPTED Tl L Dgyeqtoy, Nqigqnql Geadetic Inlormation Center,BY National Caodetic Survey, NOS, NOAANATIONAL DATEcEOOETtC
suRvEY

Figure 4. Automatic mailing service agreement
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I

2.5.3 Computer Database

The above reveals a need for a subsequent, more detailed

questionnaire sent to a wider range of users, including those

in. public service_ (e.g. county engineering departments).

This questionnaire did show, however, that with the avail-

ability of microcomputers, the average user has the capabil-

ity of maintaining his own database of survey control data.

With the proper software and local support, a user need not

make continual requests for data; perhaps one request could

be made for data covering a certain area and all of it be

stored on one floppy diskette. This database could not only

be searched, but could be added to, deleted from, or other-

wise updated as needed.
_

2.5.4 Computational Software

With additional software, certain surveying computations

may be performed in conjuction with the database. This could

include geodetic computations, coordinate transformations,

adjustments, or other geometric calculations. Such software

would be integrated into the database so that many operations

would be transparent to the user. At the same time, however,

the database and its associated retrieval software should be

able to operate independently of the computational programs.

{
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2.6 A STATE DISTRIBUTION OFFICE

There are several sources of control data, including, but

not limited to, NGS, USGS, Army Corps of Engineers, state

highway departments, and city and county governments. Not _

all these agencies funnel their data through NGS. There is,

therefore, no one source of control data for any given area

in the state.

A local office can not only maintain NGS control data for

their state, but can also collect and disseminate data from

many other sources. In addition to serving the user commu-

nity more efficiently, a state office would relieve the NGS

(and other agencies) of individual data requests.

A possible scenario would be one in which NGS distributes

its data to each state, which, in turn, becomes responsible

for distribution to local users. These state agencies might

add their own survey control to the database (such as that

obtained through their respective highway departments) and

would answer questions and otherwise provide needed support.

Figure E5 is an example of a simplified flow of data between

various agencies and ultimately to the end-user.

I Background 17
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DATA MAINTAINED
BY NGS

—NGS 8 USGS data
·Army Corps of Engineers
—Data from other sources

OTHER DATA
SOURCES STATE

—Highway Dept. OFFICE
—Other local data

COUNTY
DISTRIBUTION

OFFICE

(where
appropriate)

T

END—USER

T

Figure 5. Hierarchy of data distribution
T
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I
2.6.1 Division of Mapping, Surveying, and Land Information

Systems

The Office of State Coordinator for Mapping, Surveying,

and Land Information Systems was created in 1987 by the Gen-

eral Assembly of Virginia. The functions of State Coordina-

tor are summarized as follows (State Coordinator, 1986):

1. Proyide expert technical adyice to local goyernments

Assistance is given to local officials in improving land

records, development of mapping specifications, quality

control of base maps, etc.

2. Identify and deyelop needed model data and data guality

. standards Establishment of new standards and revision,

if necessary, of old standamds in order to promote a

uniformity of data formats and quality standards. This

is to ensure that sharing of data in land information
A

systems is done efficiently and effectively.
i
I

3. Deyelop and administer training programs .Administer I

training to non-technicians in the operation and mainte— I

nance of modern land information systems. 3
I

4. Identify duplication of records and identify needed im- Ä
proyements in state mapping seryices Assumes responsi- I

I
Background 19 I
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bility for data verification and overall coordination of

existing state mapping agencies.

5. Proyide information on the ayailablity of maps, photog-

raphy, and other related data Acts as a central deposi-

tory for mapping and surveying data already collected by

federal, state, and local agencies. This function de-

pends on the availablity of certain personnel.

With special assistance, additional services concerning

geodetic data and access to federal and state data banks

couhd be provided. NGS currently offers a program which

furnishes a geodetic advisor to an interested state by coop-

erative agreement on a cost-sharing basis. Coordination of

this program with the newly-created mapping office would

greatly facilitate data distribution in Virginia.

I
I
I

I
I
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CHAPTER III

CONTROL STATION DATABASE

3.1 DATA CHARACTERISTICS

Survey control data must necessarily be in digital form

in order 1x> have access to it through computer software.

What media data are stored on and how it is organized must

first be known before any database software can be designed.

The National Geodetic Survey maintains the largest national
‘ repository of geodetic survey data and has recently made its [

horizontal data available on floppy diskettes. The following [

discussion, therefore, centers on NGS data and its two basic [

components: positional and descriptive.

[

3.1.1 Positional Data l
I

The positional data are mostly numeric, containing

thestationcoordinates, elevation, and other computed values.

More specifically, referring back to Figure 2, each computer I

record is comprised of eleven fields.1 The first two, the I

I

I1 NGS has indicated that "customized" formats will be
available within the next one to two years as their own
mainframe database becomes operational. At that time, a
user may be able to specify whatever information he de-
sires on each record (Doyle, 1987).

Control Station Database 21I
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QIDQSN and station name, are both unique station identifiers.

The remaining fields contain the geographic and plane coor-

dinates of the station and other related data.

3.1.1.1 QIDQSN

The QIDQSN is a 12-digit number made up of two different

parts which together form a unique identifier for each sta-

tion. They are the QID, or Quad Identifier, and the QSN, or

Quad Station Number (Input Formats, 1980).

Quad Identifier: The primary indexing system adopted by NGS

for all horizontal (and vertical) control stations is based

on 1 X 1 degree "quads" defined by integer-degree latitude

and longitude gridlines, and on the successive quadrantal

subdivision of the basic 1 }( 1 quads into 30 X 30 minute

quads, 15 X 15 minute quads, and 7.5 X 7.5 minute quads ac-

complished by halving of the gridline interval. The quad

identifier, or QID, is an eight-character symbol coded as ß
LLWWWABC and is described in Figure 6. I

l
Quad Station Number: To distinguish among horizontal and

vertical control stations which share the same quad identi-
l

fier, every station is assigned a sequential quad station l

number (QSN) whidh is unique within the respective quad.
l

This is a four-digit number starting with 0001 (0001, 0002, i

‘ Control Station Database 22
1
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QID = LLWWWABC

LL - Latitude of SE corner of the 1 X 1 degree quad

WWW - West longitude of SE corner of the 1 X 1 quad
» A — 30 minute subdivision indicator (1,2,3, or 4)*

B - 15 minute subdivision indicator (1,2,3, or 4)*

C - 7 1/2 minute subdivision indicator (1,2,3, or 4)*

* codes for subquads, where 1=NE, 2=SE, 3=SW, 4=NW

r
V

Figure 6. Quad Identifier y

W
Control Station Database 23
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0003, etc.) given to each station within the same 7.5 minute

quad.

3.1.1.2 Station name

The station name also uniquely identifies a control sta-

tion. It is a maximum of 30 characters long and sometimes,

but not always, indicates a specific area or landmark

(e.g."RICHMOND c1TY HALL CLOCKTOWER").

3.1.1.3 Latitude/Longitude

These next two fields are the station's geographic coor-

dinates and are comprised of three subfields each: degrees,

minutes, and seconds.

3.1.1.4 State Plane Coondinates

The next five fields contain information relating to the

plane coordinates that are computed from geographic coordi-

nates. The northing and easting coordinates are given in l
meters,2 and the zone indicates the state, and subdivision

thereof, within which the coordinates are valid. Thecon-2

NAD 83 data is published in meters in an effort to be
consistent with the international metric system. Previ-
ously, NAD 27 data was published in feet.

Control Station Database 24
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I
I

vergence (or mapping angle) and scale factor for each station

is also given.

3.1.1.5 Elevation/Geoid Height

The elevation is given in meters and is the height of the

station above the geoid. These may be approximate or in-

terpolated values; an "SC" as part of this field indicates

a scaled elevation as estimated from a topographic map. The

geoid height is the height (in meters) of the geoid at that

point above or below the reference ellipsoid; these values

are usually interpolated from other data.

3.1.2 Descrigtive Data —

The descriptive data, an example of which was shown in

Figure 3, mostly contains the directions to the nwnument. I

These detailed descriptions include ties to nearbyreferencemonuments,

if any, and also lists the county in which

themonumentis located. Also included are the station name and I
QIDQSN, both of which are key fields that link the positional i

and descriptive files together. Other unrelated information
,

is included, such as date of monument setting and/or recov—
I

ery, surveyor, and other codes.
I

The amount and type of information varies for each sta-

tion. Whatever data are present, however, is organized and i

Control Station Database 25 ;
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coded in such a way that easily permits extraction of any

single data element via a computer program (Input Formats,

1980). NGS has written computer programs in PLl that will

reformat descriptive data into an easy-to—read form such as

that shown i11 Figure 1. (Geodetic Software, 1985). Other

routines could be written for specific tasks; for example,

merging data elements from a descriptive data file with those

from a positional data file could be easily performed.

3.2 DATABASE INTERACTION
‘

3.2.1 Database Definition and Reguinements

A computer database may be defined as "a collection of

interrelated. information, ‘usually stored. on some form of

mass-storage system such as magnetic tape or disk" (Burrough,

1986). Database software must permit data entry, extraction,

and editing with minimal effort. Data extraction is simply

searching the data for desired information and reporting the

results to the user.

At a minimum, a positional database system must beableto

search for control stations given either a station name

or an area within which to look. The user should then have

the option to print the descriptions of any or all stations

found in the search„ The descriptive data would be i11 a

Control Station Database 26 fV



separate database and would normally be searched by QIDQSN

or station name.

3.2.1.1 Search by Area

A typical request of a positional database would be to

find those control stations which lie ;M1 a certain area.

There are at least three possible methods to search for

points. The first is to identify a quadrangle (rectangular3

block) within which to look. The user would then specify

latitude and longitude values for the lower-right and upper-

left corners of this quadrangle. These might be approximate

values as obtained from a U.S. Geological Survey

topographical map.

A variation on the above would be a "point and radius"

method in which all stations within a given circle are lo-

cated. In this case, the latitude and longitude of a single

point, and a radius in miles (or other linear dimension) are

the required search parameters.

The third method utilizes the QID portion of the QIDQSN

field (the first field in each record — see Figure 2). As

described in the previous section, each station is indexed }

into 7.5 minute square blocks. The QID, then, may be used Ä
I—_—_-——___———__

I
3 lt should be noted that intersecting lines of latitude

and longitude only aporoximates a rectangle; for larger 'areas, this figure approaches the shape of a trapezoid.

'Control Station Database 27 [
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as an alternative to the quadrangle method, although it is a

more cumbersome scheme to follow. All three methods are
shown in Figure 7.

The first two search methods are identical to some of the
data retrieval techniques expected of a typical GIS

(Dangermond, 1984). "Query generation windows" is aa term

which relates to the ability of a GIS to generate polygons

of various shapes (including squares and circles) from the

spatial information contained in a GIS database. One of the

functions of these windows is the retrieval of points within

polygons. Chapter 5 explores the potential of using a GIS

for survey data retrieval and related operations.

3.2.2 Flexibility

l Software flexibility as defined here is the capability of

not only searching through a large amount of data, but also

updating with the user's own control points. Along with this

is the option to edit the data in different ways, including

adding or deleting records, and changing the fields within

records (changing a station name, for example).

A protection flag may be added to data to prevent

acci-dentalalteration. Such a flag is important insurance for
i

those stations that are considered fixed and/or external to

a specific project. NGS data and other geodetic control are "

Control Station Database28_
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QUADRANGLE SEARCH
Specify the geographic
coordinates of the
selected points

mm
®POINT & RADIUS

Specify geographic coordinates
of center point, and radius as

· a linear dimension (e.g. miles)

2 2 1 IMETHOD 3 3 2L I

Latitude = 37 I
«/ Longitude = 78 I” I

QID
The extreme upper left block I(7.5° X 7.5°) is coded asfollows: 37078444 I

I

Figure 7. Positional database searching by area: Three I
possible methods of locating control stations

I
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examples of such permanent data, as well as any user-

established control that is deemed important.

An extension of individual record protection are the con-

cepts of "master" and "transaction" files. In this situ-

ation, the master file contains all original data and/or any

other permanent data that will not be changed. Normal data

queries are still possible and additional data may be added,

but no other editing is permitted. The transaction file, on

the other hand, is an editable copy of the master; any data

that is in a state of flux or uncertainty will be dealt with

here. Only when the data has been certified as "clean" will

it be transferred to the master file.
Adding records may be done in batch mode by specifying an

input file name, or interactively through the terminal. The

batch mode input may be accompanied by routines to reformat

and verify data before entry into the database. This can

allow for data to be imported from a variety of sources with

a minimum of trouble. Interactive input would only be used

for entering small amounts of data.

Checking for duplicate records may also be a desired fea-

ture: except where comparison of two or more surveys are

required (e.g. deformation surveys), all duplications will

need to be easily eliminated.

An entire program run by menus, in order to have all ed-

iting and updating functions directly at hand, is preferred

so that continual reference to an operating manual need not

Control Station Database 3O i
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be necessary. At the same time, though, a flexible program

could give the user the option of using no menus at all (or

limited menus) for those already familiar with the database.

This option would be in the form of an interactive prompt at

the beginning of the program.

3.2.3 Data Volume

The main drawback to a state—wide database operated ex-

clusively by the end—user is the sheer volume of descriptive

data. As mentioned earlier, it takes about 65 diskettes to

contain all of Virginia's descriptions. An alternative would

be tx> break down the data into smaller units (such as by

county), or continue with the current hardcopy scheme. This

problenx is reserved for future research as mentioned in
4

p Chapter 5, with positional databases being the main focus of

this thesis.

3.3 DATABASE SOFTNARE

?
Software to manipulate the database may be purchased com-

‘

mercially or developed through a programming language such :
as Fortran. There are advantages and disadvantages of both. :
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3.3.1 Noncommercial Software: Fortran Programming

Some limited programming was done on an IBM PC using MS

Fortran. Several levels of menus were used to search test
data based on area and write the results to a file. Figure

8 shows the general scheme of these menus and describes what

the various options do.

Additional menus couhi be used for updating and other

functions. This particular program read all values into ar-

rays before any searching was performed. Reading the data

was slow, but the searching time was very quick: a few sec-

onds for 1000 records. The obvious limitation here is that
the size of the arrays dictates the size of the database. A

better program would use a direct access read (instead of

sequential access) to process data. Each search would be

I slower,‘ but the size of the database would be dependent on

the capacity of the storage media and not the program itself.

Also, updating the data would be much easier using a direct V
read. To speed Ln: the reading process, the database could

be converted to an unformatted or binary file. This conver- I
sion has been shown to cut the read—time approximately in V

hair. '

‘
Informal tests indicated about two minutes of searching Vtime per IOOO records. I
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MAIN MENU · Enter number:
1. Exit Program
2. Read in data
3. Search for points
4. Write found points to a file

if "1", program exits
if "2", program prompts for a file name
if "3", program prompts with a menu:

Enter number:
1. Search by bounding rectangle
2. Search by point and radius

if "l", program prompts for latitude, longitude boundaries
if "2", program prompts for point value and radius (miles)
——> program reports search results and returns to main menu

if "4", program prompts with a menu:

Enter number:
1. Return to main menu
2. Write unformatted data (input for GPPC83)
3. Write formatted data

if "l", program returns to main menu
if "2", program writes data to a file in the correct

format for a state plane program
if "3", program writes data to a file in an easy to

read format
——> program automatically returns to the main menu if;

data has not been read in yet; or,
data has not been searched yet; or,
no points were found in the last search.

——> when writing data, program gives a choice of either:
appending to a previously written file; or, Ewriting to a new file.

\

\

Figure 8. FOItI8H 568fCh pIOgI8m: m€HU pIOmpC5 85 would
8pp€8I OH SCIGCHControl Station Database 33 |



L
Software written at Virginia Tech can be tailor—madetothe

problem at hand. It can be promptly modified for the —

better when suggestions and experience warrant it. Source

code can also be provided so that a user can alter it for his

own purposes. Several versions can even be written: these

can range from simple querying of NGS-only data, to a data-

base capable of accepting the user's own points, to one that

is fully integrated with computational software. To get the

most out of such a Fortran (or other) program, it would need

to be written by an experienced programmer familiar with data

structures and file management.

3.3.2 Commercial Software: dßase III

The dBase program was investigated as an alternative ap-

proach. It has many searching, sorting, and updating func-

tions, and a typical search is performed much guicker than

can ordinarily be programmed. It is advertised as a "rela—

tional" program where records may be searched using any com-

bination of parameters.5 For example, locating only those

stations within a specified area that are of a certain accu-

racy (if the data file contained accuracy information) would

5 Or called Boolean logic: this is the use of operators
such as AND, OR, etc. in combination with arithmetic op-
erators such as EQUAL TO, LESS THAN, etc. (Burrough,
1986).
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be aui easy task for dBase to perform. Unless such a search

combination is forseen in advance and preprogrammed, Fortran

and other conventional languages cannot be used this way.

Initiating a casual search may require a lengthy command.

For example, Figure 9 is a query to search for all stations

within a given quadrangle. If the command is misspelled, or

if additional searches are required, these commands can be-

come very tedious. Fortunately, dBase has its own program-

ming language that can be used to avoid repetitous commands.

Figures 10 through 12 illustrates a short program written to

search for stations by area or name through a simple menu.

In fact, a whole series of programs and menus may be written

to aid in various searches and updating. These could be
I

_ written by someone with average programming experience.
I
I

I 3.3.2.1 dBase Evaluation I
There are many features which. make dBase aa desirable

product. Records may be guarded against accidental alter-
Iation using a special protection function, and printed re- I

ports may be generated in a user-designed format. Search

times are quicker: a test file of 1000 records took slightly I

less than a ndnute to search through, about half that re-

quired for a similar Fortran search. Data may be edited, I
added to, sorted, or otherwise manipulated in various ways,

most of which can be programmed for quick use. However, this

I
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MENU

7 I I
7l I
? ' l. SEARCH BY AREA'
? ' 2. SEARCH BY NAME'
? ' 5. QUIT'
7 • n
7l I‘ ? ' Pick a number...'HAIT ' ' TO CHOICE

'DO CASE
CASE CHOICE = '1'

DO AREA
CASE CHOICE = '2'

DO NAME
CASE CHOICE = '3'

CLEAR
EXIT

ENDCASE CHOICE

AREA SEARCH PROGRAM

? 'Enter values as DD.mmss (deg, min, sec)...'
7 I I

7 I I
INPUT "Enter lower right latitude= " TO latlINPUT "Enter lower right longitude: " TO lonlINPUT "Enter upper left latitude: " TO lat2
INPUT "Enter upper left longitude: " TO lon2DISPLAY NAME, LATDEG, LATMIN, LONDEG, LONMIN FOR;T ((LATDEG+(latmin/l00)+(latsec/10000)) >= latl;.and.(LATDEG+(latmin/l0O)+(latsec/10000)) <= lat2);
.and.((LONDEG+(lonmin/lOO)+(lonsec/10000)) >= lonl;
.and.(LONDEG+(lonmin/100)+(lonsec/10000)) <= lon2)

NAME SEARCH PROGRAM

INPUT "Enter name (must be in 'quotes')¤ " TO NMEDISPLAY NAME, LATDEG, LATMIN, LONDEG, LONMIN FOR;NME $ UPPER(NAME)

Figure 10. Programmed dBase search: Short PYO9Yäm
written to minimize the effort to do a
quadrangle search
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1. SEARCH BY AREA
2. ‘SEARCH BY NAME
3. QUIT

if "l", then program prompts with:

Enter values as DD.mmss (deg, min, sec)...

Enter lower right latitude:
Enter lower right longitude:
Enter upper left latitude:
Enter upper left longitude:

if any are found, then the station name,
latitude and longitude are displayed (degrees-
and minutes)

if "2", then program prompts with:

Enter name (must be in 'quotes'):

if found, then the station name, latitude,
and longitude are displayed (degrees and
minutes

if "3", then program exits program and returns to normal
dBase enviroment

1
Figure 11. Programmed dBase search (continued): Pro- 1

gfam pIOmptS as seen OD the screen
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1. SEARCH BY AREA
2. SEARCH BY NAME ~· 3. QUIT

Pick a number...l

Enter values as DD.mmss (deg, min, sec)...

Enter lower right latitude: 36.3200
Enter lower right longitude: 75.5200
Enter upper left latitude: 36.3500
Enter upper left longitude: 75.5900

RecOrd# NAME LATDEG LATMIN LONDEG LONMIN
3 CAPE D 1922 36 32 75 52
4 OLD CG STA 166 CUPOLA 36 32 75 52
5 OLD CG STA 166 FLAGPOLE 36 32 75 52
6 OLD CG STA 166 MON NE COR 1922 36 32 75 52
8 BOUNDARY MONUMENT 1 1934 36 33 75 52
9 BOUNDARY MONUMENT 2 1934 36 33 75 55

1O CALVIN 1934 36 33 75 55
16 COREYS LOOKOUT TOWER 36 32 75 57
22 NORTH END 2 1934 36 34 75 55

1. SEARCH BY AREA
2. SEARCH BY NAME
3. QUIT

W Pick a number...2

Enter name (must be in °quotes°): 'OLD‘

Record# NAME LATDEG LATMIN LONDEG LONMIN
4 OLD CG STA 166 CUPOLA 36 32 75 52
5 OLD CG STA 166 FLAGPOLE 36 32 75 52
6 OLD CG STA 166 MON NE COR 1922 36 32 75 52

74 VIRGINIA BEACH OLD WIRELESS TR 36 50 75 58
95 CAPE HENRY LIGHTHOUSE OLD 36 55 76 0

159 OLD HOUSE CHIMNEY 36 49 76 12
287 OLD 1931 36 33 76 5
424 OLD PT COMFORT FORT WOOL FLAG 36 59 76 18

Notice that in the name search, only a portion of the correct lname may be specified, and all stations containing that specific
"character string" are listed.

Note: Due to limited space, only the degrees and minutes are listed

Figure 12. Programmed dBase search (continued): Exam-
ple area and name search
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programming language has its limits and not every dBase com-

mand can be programmed (or programmed as desired). An expe-

rienced dBase programmer can probably find ways around most

problems, but may make the resulting program harder to follow

than one vnitten entirely i11 a familiar language such as

Fortran. This is a common disadvantage of most commercial

software: desired features must be built around what is es-
sentially a fixed system.

Cost is another issue. Database software written at
Virginia Tech would become public domain property and would

be available at E1 nominal price. dBase III, on the other

hand, currently retails for several hundred dollars. With

many potential users being small firms who use national con-

trol data only occasionally, this investment is not justi-

fied. Even those who already possess dBase for other uses

(business records, for example) may find it inconvenient to

continually move the program diskette from department to de-

partment: dBase is one of many copy-protected programs that

prevents back-up copies from being made.

3.9 OPTIONAL HARDwARE: CD ROM TECHNOLOGY T
The recent technology of compact laser disks (CD ROMs)

holds promise for storing and retrieving large amounts

ofdata.Currently, a single compact disk can hold about 600

Mb of data (equal to about 1500 floppies), more than enough 1Control Station Database 40
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space for all the positional and descriptive information for

the state of Virginia. A drawback of this system is that it

is essentially a read-only medium, and the user cannot store

his own files on the disk; only a few sources produce CD ROMs

and these are in the form of ready—to-use software such as

encyclopedias and telephone directories (Reed, 1987). How-

ever, disks called "WORM" (write-once, read many times)

drives enable users to write their own files.
Software can be written for compact disks, and some com-

mercial programs will work on them as well. The Computer

Science Department at Virginia Tech is now undergoing re-

search of CD ROMs with large data files in conjuction with

the Geodetic Engineering Division. Positional data for the

entire state of Virginia and a portion of descriptive data I

is being written on compact disks for evaluation in

laterstudies. I
A system using CD ROMs, then, might be more applicable to I

a state or county agency who, in turn, would distribute ei-
:

ther printouts of data or floppy diskettes to individual us- 1
ers. Such an agency might receive periodic updates (perhaps I

yearly) frmn NGS and other sources for them to encode on I

their WORM disks. 1

I
I
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CHAPTER IV

INTEGRATED SOFTNARE SYSTEM

In addition to database management, an ideal software

system might have several surveying computational programs

interfaced with it. Any program that utilizes coordinates,

either as input or output, may be linked to the database.

Such automated data flow would, in many cases, be quicker and

easier to use, and would also reduce transcribing errors.

For example, Figure l3 shows a flowchart in which a simple

plane inverse might be accomplished. Note that either sta-

tion names or record numbers may be used to find the correct

coordinates. Record numbers could be included as part of the

information found during a previous database search.

Figure 14 illustrates how a program which outputs coordinates

(a traverse) might store those values into the database. I

Programs which use coordinates as input may operate either
I

Iwith batch input, where the station names or record numbers l
of needed coordinates are in a file, or interactively through I
screen prompts. Programs that output coordinates may have I

codes, dates, or other information attached to them before '
insertion into the database. For example, a code may be at- I

tached to traverse data to signify raw, unadjusted coordi- I

nates. A routine could also be added to search for duplicate
:

staticwx names and write over those records if desired. Du- I
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START

ENTER FIRST
STATION NAME
(or record

number)

ENTER SECOND
. STATION NAME

(or record
nundynr)

PRINT DO BOTH NAMES
ERROR EKIST IN

MESSAGE DATABASE?

· YES

(IOMVIT I E
INVTRSE

OUTVUT RTSULTS
TO SLRILN UR FILE

DO YES
ANOTHER
INVERSE?

NO

STOP: RETURN TO
MAIN PROGRAM

Figure 13. Plane inverse flowchart: An example illus-
trating an interactive program that utilizes
the database for input values
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I

I

I

1

· START

READ COURSE AND DISTANCE
DATA FROM INPUT FILE

CALCULATE TRAVERSE
COORDINATES

INPUT NO NRITE COORDINATES
COORDINATES TO A SEPARATE FILE

INTO DATABASE? AND/OR TO SCREEN

YES

DO
DUPLICATE

NAMES EXIST IN
DATABASE?

YES

LIST DUPLICATE NAMES

YES HRITE
1 OVER OLD

RECORDS?

RENAME NEN DATA

ATTACH THE NECESSARY
CODES AND DATES TO

' EACH RECORD

UPDATE DATABASE

STOP

Figure 14. Traverse flowchartz An example illustrating
a program updating the database with output
coordinates
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plicate records could also be retained in special instances
I

such as deformation surveys. In this case, dates or addi-

tional codes may distinguish one station from another.

A package of survey routines could be linked to the data-

base and accessed through menus and other prompts. NGS now

has, or is in the process of, writing geodetic software that
i

will operate on the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83).

These are state plane coordinate and UTM conversions, and

forward and inverse ellipsoid routines. In addition, ADJUST,

a horizontal least squares program, will be available for p
microcomputers in the near future. Virginia Tech also has a

variety of software including coordinate transformations, an

adjustment program, plotting routines, and several
e

photogrammetric programs. Some of these are currently on the n

IBM mainframe, but with minor modification can, be made :
microcomputer ready. Table 1 summarizes available software :
and their current status.
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Table 1 (Part 1 of 3). Software summary

Program Description Source

GPPCGP Computes state plane NGS
coordinates from geodetic
positions or vice versa.
Utilizes NAD 27 data (Clarke
1866 ellipsoid). Mainframe

DIRECT Computes the geodetic position NGS
of a station given the azimuth
and distance from another
station. Utilizes NAD 27
data. Mainframe

INVERS Computes the distance between NGS
two stations and the forward
and back azimuths, given the
geodetic positions of both
stations. Utilizes NAD 27
data. Mainframe

UTMDIR/ Equivalent to GPPCGP, except NGS
UTMINV it is for the Universal

Tranvserse Mercator (UTM)
system. UTMDIR: geodetic to
plane. UTMINV: plane to
geodetic. Utilizes NAD 27
data. Mainframe

GPPC83 Geodetic to state plane. NGS
Utilizes NAD 83 data (GRS 80
ellipsoid). Microcomputer

EORWARD/ Equivalent to DIRECT and NGS
INVERSE INVERS, except runs on IBM PC.

Uses International, Clarke
1866, WGS 72, GRS 80
ellipsoids. Microcomputer
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Table 1 (Part 2 of 3). Software summary

Program Description . Source

LEFTI Least squares transformation NGS
package to convert NAD 27 data
to NAD 83 (see Chapter 5).
Mainframe and microcomputer.

ADJUST Adjustment. Adjusts classical NGS
survey networks and/or GPS
observations. Mainframe and
microcomputer.

CTRANS Performs affine, VA
two—dimensional, and Tech
three-dimensional least
squares coordinate
transformations. Mainframe.

TRANSCOR Several routines to transform VA
between geographic Tech
coordinates, geocentric space
coordinates, and local space
coordinates. Uses Clarke 1866
ellipsoid parameters. ·
Mainframe

MTEN Checks and formats field NGS
survey data. Documents
observational and descriptive
data into a format acceptable

I by NGS. Microcomputer

HPA Adjustment. Adjusts typical VA
survey networks and generates Tech
AUTOCAD plot files. Mainframe
and microcomputer.
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Table l (Part 3 of 3). Software summary

Program Description Source

MTENHPA Formats MTEN output into a VA
form ready for direct input Tech
into HPA. Mainframe _

Under State plane to geodetic for NGS
development NAD 83. Mainframe and

microcomputer.

Under UTM software for processing NGS
development data relative to NAD 83.

Mainframe and microcomputer.

I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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Driver Program For simplification, a driver routine can be

written to handle program execution and interfacing

input/output to the database. Figure 15 illustrates possible

user interaction through menus.

This driver routine may be invoked either as part of the

database retrieval software, or by itself. This flexibility

offers several ways to execute and manipulate the input or

output.

4.1 USING DBASE

Such an integrated software system must be written from

the ground up in order to be fully functional. A system using

dBase can probably be used only if formatting and other

transitional routines are written to aid the flow of data

between dBase and other programs. "Batch" files could be

used here: these files contain one or more DOS commands that

are executed cmuz at a time; these can therefore execute

computational programs in any prearranged order. This mixing

of incompatible software, though, may result i11 a cluttered

and confusing system. In general, using dBase in conjuction

with computational software may be a poor choice.
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MENU

ENTER NUMBER OF PROGRAM¤

1. TRAVERSE
2. INVERSE

T 5. STATE PLANE

10. EXIT

NO
UTILIZE DATABASE FOR
INPUT (IF APPROPRIATE)? (Y/N)

YES_
perform database searching

prepare input file
•

run program / read input file

UTILIZE DATABASE FOR
OUTPUT (IF APPROPRIATE)? (Y/N)

YES NO

update output results elsewhere
database (file, scroon, printer)

return to menu

T

I

Figure 15. Driver program: An example illustrating how T
several programs can. be .handled through a
single routine T
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CHAPTER V

PROPOSED GEODETIC DATABASE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEM

A totally integrated database management system, linked

with computational software, is envisioned as the end result

of this research. The concept of all software being depend-

ent on a geodetic database is illustrated in Figure 16.

Many issues need further study before any firm conclusions

can be formed and software developed. The discussion of

these issues are grouped into four categories: software and

hardware needs; data types and formats; administrative con-

siderations; and a brief examination of geographic informa-

tion systems.

5.1 SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

5.1.1 Software

The main priority should be development of software. In

addition Ix: database xnanagement, the merits of different

programming languages need to be looked into, such as I

Fortran, Basic, Pascal, and "C". An emphasis must be placed I
on making the software as machine-independent as possible,

i
at least in the early stages of development. I
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Programs to handle a database containing descriptive in-

formation must be written. This software must necessarily

be linked to the retrieval programs that operate on the po-

sitional data: after locating stations in the pmsitional

database, a user will want the corresponding descriptions in

order to locate or further identify them.

A more in—depth review of dBase or other commercial data-

base program is necessary, if only to gain ideas for writing

software, or to altogether discard these packages as not ap-

plicable to our needs.

Extensive testing of software on large databases and in

actual working conditions will be needed to verify and cor-

rect any problems or oversights. Feedback from those in in-

dustry is vital in order to form a useful model.

Questionnaires and limited distribution of test programs can

accomplish this.

5.1.2 Hardware

The important hardware issue is storage. The 5.25 inch

(360 Kb) floppy diskette is by far the most common computer

media. Other storage devices, such as 1.2 Mb floppies and

various hard disks may warrant further study, although ma-

chines that readily accept these may not be used much at

present. Increasingly, however, many microcomputers are now

becoming available with 3.5 inch disk drives. These have a
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storage capacity of about 720 Kb, twice that of a conven- I

tional 5.25 inch floppy.

An emerging technology, as mentioned earlier, are compact

disks for information management. Advantages include in-

creased access speed and storage capacity. Another possible

benefit is data security, because once information is written

on a CD, it cannot be changed or erased. It is this permanent

nature, then, that might make this system more applicable to

a distribution agency rather than the end—user. In this

case, such an agency could still send out floppy diskettes

of data, since copying from compact disks is not a limita-

tion.

5.1.3 Data Access

The ultimate goal of a functional distribution system is

to get control data to the user in a timely and organized }

manner. There are several ways to accomplish this. {

5.1.3.1 HardcopyDistributionNGS'

automatic mailing service provides geodetic data l

distribution to those wishing to have the data in hardcopy ä
form. Data is ordered in 30 minute quadrangles, and any up- 1

dates or revisions for these areas are sent to the users :
without further correspondence.

i
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A similar system on the state level could distribute local

geodetic control in addition to NGS data. Substantial com-

puter and personnel support would be needed, though, in order

to be as effective as NGS is at the federal level.

5.1.3.2 Dial-up Access
A

A direct dial-up link to the NGS database (on their

mainframe) is currently under development at that agency.

It is hoped that a functional systmn will be operational

within the next year or two (Doyle, 1987). A dial-up system

for the state of Virginia may also merit further investi-

gation. In this case, a database of state-wide control (not

just NGS data) could be made available by a direct link.

A user with a microcomputer and modem could easily access

not only data, but related software and other information as

well. Many such computer "bulletin boards" are in use across

the country, and a similar system could be adapted to survey

databases.

There are potentially numerous logistic problems to solve

in developing a direct link. For example, there is the

question of how many people could be searching the data at

any one time; many simultaneous requests on a large database

could quickly bog it down and render it useless. One alter-

native might be to limit such systems to county offices; this
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would fix the maximum number of queries at any one time to a

manageable number.

5.1.3.3 Individual Distribution of Data and Software

Availablity of microcomputers has made it possible for an

end-user to maintain and manage his own survey database.

Floppy diskettes can hold thousands of survey coordinates and

software to manage it can either be purchased commercially

or developed with a familiar computer language. One or two

diskettes most likely would contain all the control data a

user would ever normally need.

Description Data: A distinct disadvantage is the sheer vol-

ume of NGS descriptive data for Virginia. A single 360 Kb

diskette holds only a little over a hundred station de-

scriptions. With several diskettes, though, a user should
l

still have enough information at luuxi for any particular

project. It does become a problem for those needing data for

most or all of the state. 65 diskettes are required to con-

tain all descriptive data for Virginia; this also includes

some overlap into bordering states. One partial solution may

be to segregate the data, prior to distribution, into more

manageable and practical units. Partitioning kqr counties

would be a natural choice. An efficient program could then,

with the data organized this way, prompt the user to load
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appropriate diskette containing descriptive data for a par- I

- ticular county. Users could maintain a library of diskettes

for the entire state, or merely order county data as their ;
working area expands. }

A second solution is for users to maintain only a posi-
t

tional database and send for hardcopy descriptions when \
needed. This is less desirable, since it defeats the purpose Ä
of having an autonomous database. y

E
Data Updates: A lesser disadvantage is keeping updated with

new or changing control data in a specific area. Unless :
there are massive changes, it would be inconvenient to send I
for a new set of data diskettes every time a station is added :
to the network. A simple solution is to receive updates ei-

ther by hardcopy (for very few points), or by diskette (for I

batch mode input). How fast and effective these updates are

depend on the organization of the distributing agency, either 3
at the state or federal level.

5.2 DATA TYPES AND FORMATS 1

5.2.1 Other DataSourcesIn

addition to data from NGS, a state would want to make
‘

available other data as well. Possible sources for survey T

information may include the highway department, public util- I
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ity companies, private engineering firms, and others that

make survey information available to the public. Programs

to correctly format this data would have to be written;

certain codes may be attached to relay information about a

station, such as agency source, monument status, dates, etc.
’ This consolidation and dissemination of state-wide survey

data would be the responsibility of a state agency set up for

that task. All geodetic control for the state that is pub-

licly accessible should be sent to one state agency for ver-

ification and standardization (State Coordinator, 1986).

Just as NGS organizes their data into a uniform format, so

also would this need to be done at the state level for its

local survey data. Also for the sake of standardization,
I

local data preferrably would emulate NGS' data format.
I
I5.2.2 Vertical Data
I

A database containing elevations may be managed much the I

same way as horizontal data; NGS currently publishes latitude :
and longitude values along with the benchmark name, QIDQSN, I
elevation, county code, and other information. Thus, with I

minor alterations, the same type of database software that I

works on horizontal data can operate effectively on vertical

data as well. Vertical data from other sources may also be I

in the database, but since these do not normally include any I

I
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5
horizontal information, they will have 1x> be searched by

other parameters, such as by job number or other identifier.

5.2.3 Data Search by County

Currently, NGS horizontal positional data has no county

identifier; instead, it is included in the descriptive data.

Since database searching by county would be very useful, at-

taching a county code to the data prior to distribution is

desirable. There are two possible methods to do this. The

first is to write a searching routine to match the station

names (or QIDQSN) found in both the descriptive and posi-

tional files, extract the county identifier from the former,

and attach it as an added field to the latter. This involves

massive files and is probably best suited for mainframe work.

The second method makes use of a "point—in—polygon" routine

that would find which county a point lies in (Nordbeck and

Rystedt, 1967). The Geography Department at Virginia Tech

possesses both the digitized outlines of all Virginia coun-

ties and a point-in-polygon program. Again, this is more

appropriate for mainframe usage. One potential problem with

this method is the accuracy of the digitized county outlines:

points close to a boundary are in a "fuzzy" zone and may ac-

tually lie in the adjacent county (Blakemore, 1984). A sol-

ution would be to include an extra field to indicate when

there may be alternate counties.
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5.3 ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

N

Deciding which agency would be responsible for state-wide

distribution of geodetic data has not been investigated in

detail. The newly-created Division of Mapping, Surveying,

and Land Information Systems is a likely candidate, however.

The Geodetic Division at Virginia Tech may assist in software

development, offer technical advice, or otherwise provide

support to users. The two could work together, or perhaps

the university might take full responsibility for data dis-

tribution. Because of the facilities and resources avail-

able, Tech is in an ideal position for continuing research

and development. Whatever agency distributes data, though,

would need to act as a clearing house of surveying informa-
N

tion, able to collect and disseminate data from a variety of

' sources. N
Additional agencies that could distribute data are county

engineering departments. They might maintain and distribute

data for their respective counties and leave the technical
N

support to the state level or other agency.

In summary, the question of who distributes data, who is

responsible for software development, and who provides nec- N

essary support are issues that need further study. State and N
county governments creating similar systems also need to be

contacted for advice and ideas before making any final deci-sions. N
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5.4 GIS APPLICATIONS

5.4.1 GIS Definition

_A geographic information system (GIS) is defined as any

sequence of interrelated functions that achieves the entry,

storage, processing, display, and subsequent generation of

spatial information (Burrough, 1986).

5.4.2 Data Characteristics
I

Geographic information is commonly thought of as having
I

two basic characteristics: spatial information, or

locational data; and non—locational descriptive data, or at-

tributes (Dangermond, 1984).

5.4.2.1 Spatial Information

Spatial information is further broken down into two com-

ponents: The measured coordinates of geographic features I

(points, lines, and polygons); and its topological location, V
which defines the location of geographic features relative I
to one another.

Topological location is usually achieved either by coded

network maps, in which adjacency information is stored in

linked files, cn: by coding <yf geographic features onto a
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grid. The method of implementation is dependent on software

design and hardware limitations.

5.4.2.2 Attribute Information

Attribute information describes the various features of

the spatial data. It consists of names, values, classes,

variables, and anything else that describes the nature of

spatial data. A single spatial feature can potentially have

an unlimited number of attributes.

5.4.3 Survey Control Data

A database of positional and descriptive survey informa-

tion is a prime example of spatial and attribute data, re-

spectively. The positional data are considered point data,

and can be located by either latitude and longitude, or by

state plane coordinates. The—descriptive information and the

remaining positional data can be considered station attri-

butes, since they describe the physical location, numerical

values, and other (mostly) qualitative information. The

QIDQSN (or station name) provide the necessary key field be- ytween the spatial and attribute data.
l
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5.4.4 Integration with other Data

I

Within an automated GIS and merged with other spatial in-

formation, a database of survey control data becomes open to

a wide range of queries and manipulations.

The location of county boundaries, roads, highways,

streams, and elevation data in addition to survey points can

also be entered into a GIS database. With these various

"layers" of data at hand, map overlay techniques can be used

to derive useful information not obtainable through conven-

tional database systems. Output devices, such as plotters

and video display units, can generate maps, reports, or other

information as the end-result of various kinds of searches.

A detailed discussion of the different GIS functions is

beyond the scope of' this report„ but. the following list

highlights some of the typical GIS data analysis and spatial

modeling operations (Burrough, 1986) that might be applicable

to users of geodetic control:

• yiewshed analysis If a digital elevation model is

available, then this function can determine what areas

can and cannot be seen from any selected point. This can

aid in the design of a survey, since intervisibilty be- I

tween survey points is always necessary.
E
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• Point in polygon With digitized boundaries in the data-

base, a user can determine whether certain stations lie
1

within a polygon (county or national forest, for exam-

ple).

• Buffer generation This can create polygons within which

a search for survey points can be performed. A circular

or square buffer can be created about any selected point.

This is identical to the area searches mentioned earlier.

Buffers can also be created around linear features such

as highways and rivers. This can be valuable for those

planning route surveys, for example, and who wish to find

all available geodetic control along a strip of specified
1

width. .
1

• Searching This encompasses a wide range of searching 1

operations, including those mentioned above.

5.4.5 Summary 1

1
This is only a small sample of the kind of functions a GIS

1
can provide to surveyors and other users of control data.

The Map Analysis Package (Tomlin, 1986), a microcomputer- 1

based system, can perform the above procedures along with 1

many other functions. The Geography Department has
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software package in its Spatial Analysis Laboratory. This
and similar systems may merit further study.

For the problem at hand, however, it should be observed

that a GIS is perhaps at a level of sophistication beyond

what is considered to be practical (at present) for our ap-

plications. It should, therefore, be reserved.;&yr future

research, since it is likely that survey data will ultimately

end up i11 a GIS as technology evolves and land information

data are increasingly being automated.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

It has been established that a need exists for a state

distribution office and that survey data distributed on

electronic media is anticipated to be far more useful than

conventional hard-copy methods. The following conclusions

relate to the actual development of a microcomputer database:

1. Deyelopment priorities In order to deliver a workable

database system to users in a timely and effective man-

ner, data organization and software development must take

place in the following order:

a. Organization of state survey data onto floppy

diskettes: this makes data immediately available to
t

users without having to wait for software to be de-

veloped. Just as NGS control data is already avail-

able on diskettes, so also must state—wide data be

consolidated onto floppies. These data must be or-

ganized into one standard format (Conclusion #2) so

that an existing database program (e.g. dBase) may

be used.
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b. Database software: only after data are organized
i

into a logical format can serious development of re-

trieval programs begin. A useful database must be

able to be queried, edited, and linked to descriptive

data (Conclusion #3).

c. Computational software: integration of a library of

survey programs with the database is the next neces-

sary step. These programs already exist, but they

must be modified both for microcomputer use, and for

ease of execution within the database.

Note: not all microcomputers will be able to accept data

types and software designed on a single system. Atten-

_ tion must therefore be given to developing E1 standard

that is acceptable (or easily modified) for use in a

ma-jorityof machines. M
M
M

2. Data format There must be certain items in the database

for it to be minimallyfunctional:a.

Station name (to uniquely identify each survey
i

point). ;
M
M

b. Latitude & longitude and/or state plane coordinates.
M
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_ I
c. State plane coordinate zone.

d. QID (search parameter; can be calculated if not

provided).

e. Pointer· to corresponding station descriptions (the

station name is the key fiehi; a shorter, fixed-

length code can also be devised).

Additional items are not essential, but may be useful to

specific users. The more important of these are:

I
a. County code (another search parameter).

I
I

b. Elevation. I I
I
I

c. Precision information. I
I

I

d. Neighboring state plane coordinate zones. I
I

I

e. Establishing agency.

3. Separate descriptiye data file For database efficiency, I

the descriptive data files must be external to the posi- I
tional data; these files will only need to be searched

by the key field (station name) which links both data I
I
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files. Although. the files are separate, station

ede-scriptionsare still vital to the user and must be in- [
cluded in the overall database design. [

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Questionnaire A more extensive poll is needed of private

firms and public agencies. Groups that especially need

targeting‘ are those that. currently use geodetic data

frequently. This can be ami aid i11 our overall design

process.

Also, a detailed questionnaire must be formulated for

those agencies that establish state and local control. [

It must be determined exactly what data are available and [

in what format so that the process of data consolidation [

can begin.

2. Future research issues Application to geographic infor-

mation systems deserves further investigation. A GIS to

manage survey data alone would not be justified, but,

used in conjunction with other data layers, such a system

can be very versatile.

CD ROMS, because of their storage capacity and secu-

rity (read-only) feature, also merits a deeper look. The

Computer Science Department is currently doing research

in this area.
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APPENDIX A I

QUESTIONNAIRE
I
I
I
I

If your agency or firm is a past, present, or future user of geodetic
control data, please answer the following: ·~‘I

I 1. Type of company I
(Public agency/private firm)

Location
(city, county, urban/rural) I

Firm name & address (optional) I
I

""'““'“'“""""""“'“"“'*' I

2. What is your current source of data? I
II

In what form do you request needed control (e.g. by area, such I
as county)? ·' I

I

3. In what format is control data received (printout, diskette)? I
I

Is this satisfactory? Please comment:
I
I
I

How would you prefer geodetic control data to be distributed?
I

4. Which coordinate datums do you use (state plane, lat/long,
I

UTM, other)?
I
I
I

5. Do you currently maintain a computerized data base of survey I
point information? I

I

6. Describe your current personal computer hardware:
I
I

I

7. Other comments:
I
I
I
I
I
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AppauoxxBDGSCICBENCHMARK DATA BASE · T

Ü
In 1982, the Delaware Geological Survey Cartographic In- I

formation Center (DGSCIC) BENCHMARK Data Base became opera- ä
tional. This database resides on an IBM mainframe at the b
University of Delaware in Newark, and is a state—wide repos- }

itory of benchmarks established by several different agen—
t

cies. ä
Users requesting data must complete a questionnaire and

send it 1x> the DGSCIC. Although not a microcomputer-based

system, the sample questionnaire on the following page il-

lustrates the versatility of the querying program.
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DELANARE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CARTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION CENTER

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19716

(302) 651-8262

DQSCIC_BENCHMARKWData_Base

The Delaware Geological Survey Cartographic Information
Center houses a benchmark data base for federal vertical control
data. A computer search of this data will reveal information
about the location and the current elevation of various
benchmarks throughout Delaware. This is accomplished through the
use of key words such as: station, agency, city, county,
topographic quadrangle, NGS quadrangle, USGS quadrangle, and line

_ number. The key words help to define the specific benchmark or
the area in which you are interested in locating the existing
vertical benchmarks. For example, if you wanted to do a survey
in the Dover area, a listing of all of the federal benchmarks
within a 1 mile radius of the city of Dover can be obtained by
using the key word city = Dover.

Upon completion of a computer search, the DGSCIC will
provide a computer printout of the appropriate data and a copy of
the corresponding USGS topographic map showing the exact
locations of the benchmarks listed in that printout.

If you are interested in obtaining a benchmark search,
please fill out the questionnaire below.

(tear along dotted line)

Please conduct a BENCHMARK computer search for the benchmarks or
areas described below:

Name:_____g____________________________

Address:_______________________________

Phone:_____________________

(Please provide as much information as possible so that a concise
search can be made)

Station Name(s): _____________________________________________

Agency(s):___________________________________________________
(NGS-National Geodetic Survey; USGS·U.S. Geological Survey
ACE-Army Corps of Engineers; FEMA—Federal Emergency Management
Agency)

City(s):____________________________________________________

Area(s):____________________________________________________

County(s):__________________________________________________

Topo quad(s):_______________________________________________

NGS vertical quad(s): 380751, 380752, 380753, 380756
(circle quads wanted) 390751, 390752, 390753, 390756

USGS vertical quad(s):______________________________________
(quads 1 to 20)

Line number(s):_____________________________________________
(NGS or USGS)
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